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Sam and Pam are in the 
car. They are going to the 
park with Dad. They are 
meeting Ben at the park. 

They will go on the 
swings. 

Underline the sound ‘’ing’ in red. Read and draw. 
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Read this word. Now read the sentences. 

are    

They are looking at the 

sheep. 

They are going to the 

shop. 

They are in the car. 

They are at the farm. 

They are at the park. 
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Put the full stops and capital letters in these sentences.                                                             

Write them correctly underneath. 

1.    sam can jump 

 

2.   i can swim 

 

3.  we can sing 

 

4.  pam can see a star 

a  b   d   f  

Fill in the missing letters. 
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Please give your pupil all the support s/he needs to be                

successful. If there are parts s/he find difficult, then find a 

way to practice them. Games are useful for this. 

Find games here: www.sounditoutphonics.weebly.com 

Your pupil will not necessarily be reading the sentences  

fluently. This is fine at this stage. Fluency will come with 

practice. Keep practicing the sound family word lists and 

the odd words daily. 

Words in small print should be read by the teacher. 

 

http://www.sounditoutphonics.weebly.com
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Underline the sound ‘ar’ in these words.  

Read the words and join them to the correct picture. 

car 

arm 

star 

barn 

tart 

scarf 
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Say the sound.  Write ‘or’ in the missing spaces. Read the words. Draw pictures for 

three words. 

ar 

st__ __  

__ __m 

p__ __k 

f__ __m 

j__ __ 

sc__ __f 


